Applications | Sport

Controlled indoor air
quality at altitude is a
must for the climbers

Click on the picture to read the case study

Sport
Why use FabricAir ducting for Pools, Natatoriums, and Sports
Arenas?
Sports arenas are typically densely packed with people during
events. This requires high ventilation rates and creates a significant
risk of condensation on the ducts. FabricAir dispersion systems
deliver the right amount of air while maintaining comfort and
eliminating condensation.
Our engineers will help you design an efficient and cost-effective
system that suits your specific needs.

Benefits
Condensation-free
Corrosion resistant
Draft-free
LEED points
Zipping

“

“FabricAir was great to work with, coming in on time and on budget.
They even sent a technician to Fargo to help our HVAC contractor, who
had never worked with a fabric duct system before. When we made a
last minute change to our plan that effected the duct layout, FabricAir
redesigned the duct and immediately shipped an oval duct to replace
part of our original round duct. I will definitely call FabricAir on our next
project!”
Read more
Bruce Karevold, SkyZone, Fargo, ND, USA
Owner

Most popular products
The products listed below are only a suggestion; FabricAir has many fabric types and flow models. Please
contact us for the best solution to your application and needs.

Combi 80
The fabric is permeable and comes with a 10 year warranty. It is supplied with a unique anti-microbial treatment,
which is especially suited for areas with strict hygiene requirements.
Read more | Show all fabrics

Combi 85
The fabric is non-permeable and comes with a 10 year warranty.

Read more | Show all fabrics

Trevira CS 100
FabricAir Trevira CS100 comes with a 10 year warranty.
Read more | Show all fabrics

NozzFlow™
Air is distributed through venturi shaped plastic nozzles with excellent discharge coefficients.
Read more | Show all flow models

JetFlow™
Air is distributed through built-in Jet-diffusers to provide exceptionally long throws for large areas.
Read more | Show all flow models

Type 8 / Type 8 AIO
Type 8 H-rail suspension is a method of suspending FabricAir ducts. The H-rail, so named because it looks like
an H in the cross section, is made out of anodized aluminum, making it an excellent choice for corrosive
environments.
Read more | Show all suspension types

